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Abstract

The APOBEC3 enzymes can induce mutagenesis of HIV-1 proviral DNA through

the deamination of cytosine. HIV-1 overcomes this restriction through the viral

protein Vif that induces APOBEC3 proteasomal degradation. Within this

dynamic host-pathogen relationship, the APOBEC3 enzymes have been found to

be beneficial, neutral, or detrimental to HIV-1 biology. Here, we assessed the

ability of co-expressed APOBEC3F and APOBEC3G to induce HIV-1 resistance

to antiviral drugs. We found that co-expression of APOBEC3F and APOBEC3G

enabled partial resistance of APOBEC3F to Vif-mediated degradation with a

corresponding increase in APOBEC3F-induced deaminations in the presence of

Vif, in addition to APOBEC3G-induced deaminations. We recovered HIV-1 drug

resistant variants resulting from APOBEC3-induced mutagenesis, but these

variants were less able to replicate than drug resistant viruses derived from RT-

induced mutations alone. The data support a model in which APOBEC3
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enzymes cooperate to restrict HIV-1, promoting viral inactivation over evolution to

drug resistance.
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1. Introduction

In order to infect host cells, the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) must over-

come the activity of several host restriction factors [1, 2]. Due to the lifelong infec-

tion caused by HIV, there is extensive adaptation between the host restriction factors

and their counteracting viral accessory proteins [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. HIV re-

striction factors can prevent viral budding, decrease nuclear accumulation of viral

cDNAs, interfere with reverse transcription, and induce mutagenesis of proviral

DNA [1, 2]. While viral evolution to continually evade host restriction occurs

constantly through selected mutations resulting from reverse transcriptase (RT) error

there may also be a contribution from a group of host restriction factors [12, 13, 14,

15, 16]. The APOBEC3 (A3) restriction factors of HIV can induce mutagenesis of

proviral DNA by deaminating cytosine to form promutagenic uracil in (�) DNA

when it is single stranded [1, 2, 17]. Copying of these uracils during (þ) DNA syn-

thesis results in guanine to adenine mutations [1, 2, 17]. The intensity of these mu-

tations is dependent on both the activity of the A3 enzymes and the ability of the HIV

protein Vif to suppress A3 activity [18].

The HIV-1 protein Vif mediates the proteasomal degradation of several human A3

enzymes that are expressed in CD4 þ T cells by interacting with several host factors

to form a Cullin 5 E3 ubiquitin ligase assembly [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. This results in

the polyubiquitination and degradation of A3 enzymes [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].

Without the action of Vif, higher numbers of A3 enzymes would bind HIV-1

genomic RNA or cellular RNA that is also bound by HIV-1 Gag and be encapsidated

into virions [29, 30, 31]. Of the seven human A3 enzymes, A3C, A3D, A3F, A3G,

and A3H interact with Vif, resulting in their proteasomal degradation [32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 37]. Even if A3 enzymes escape Vif-mediated degradation, Vif can block encap-

sidation of A3s into virions by a degradation-independent mechanism and Vif can

inhibit the activity of A3G when co-encapsidated [38, 39, 40, 41]. Despite the

multi-modal action of Vif, A3-induced mutagenesis of proviral genomes in HIVþ
people occurs [42, 43]. This may be due to fortuitous escape from Vif or that the

ability of Vif to induce A3 degradation can decrease over the course of an infection

[44, 45].

Regardless of how A3 enzymes escape Vif-mediated inhibition, they remain within

the capsid of the virus and exert their restriction activity in the next target cell that the

virus infects. When the HIV-1 reverse transcriptase synthesizes the (�) DNA from
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the genomic RNA (gRNA) template, the RNase H domain becomes able to degrade

the gRNA, exposing single-stranded regions of the (�) DNA [17, 46]. A3 enzymes

can only deaminate single-stranded (ss) DNA and it has been demonstrated that

more A3-induced mutations accumulate in proviral DNA in regions that are the

last to become double-stranded. These vulnerable regions are on the 50-side of

both the central and 30 polypurine tracts (PPTs) and result in two gradients of muta-

tions [47, 48, 49]. The A3 enzymes combat this limited time of substrate availability

by processively scanning ssDNA to enable multiple deaminations in a single

enzyme-substrate encounter, which greatly increases the deamination efficiency of

the enzymes [17, 18]. Of the five A3 enzymes that can encapsidate into HIV-1 vi-

rions and are targeted by Vif, each have a different activity that can be discerned

based on their respective levels of processivity [17, 18]. In the absence of Vif,

when A3 activity is at its highest, A3G can induce the most mutations and is the

most processive [17, 18]. As processivity declines so do deamination levels in

DVif HIV-1 virions where A3H, A3F, and A3C show a decreasing gradient of ac-

tivity after A3G [17, 18, 50, 51, 52, 53]. There are also other factors that affect

A3 activity, such as the polymorphisms present in the human population [54, 55,

56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62] and the preferred deamination motif [63]. A3G deaminates

in 50CC motifs on the (�) DNA for approximately 90% of the deamination events,

with deaminations in 50TC motifs contributing to the other 10% of deamination sites

[17, 63, 64, 65, 66]. This results in predominantly 50GG / 50AG mutations and a

lesser amount of 50GA / 50AA mutations induced by A3G in the (þ) DNA. The

50GG motif occurs in codons for the amino acids glycine, aspartate, and glutamate,

where a 50AG mutation results in a nonconservative missense mutation, and trypto-

phan, where a 50AG mutation results in a nonsense mutation [17]. The other A3s all

prefer to deaminate 50TC motifs on the (�) DNA, resulting in 50GA / 50AA mu-

tations in the (þ) DNA [17]. For A3F, deaminations in 50TC motifs occur for

approximately 90% of the deamination events [65, 66]. These resulting 50GA /

50AA mutations cause a wide variety of missense mutations and can cause nonsense

mutations, but nonsense mutations occur at least 2-fold less than from A3G deam-

inations, depending on the experimental system [17, 64].

Since viral restriction by A3s is based on functional inactivation of proviral DNA,

the number and type of mutations that an A3 enzyme induces is an important factor.

Low levels of mutations or missense mutations may result in either HIV-1 evolution

or have a neutral effect, rather than HIV-1 inactivation [16, 42, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71].

Studies have demonstrated that due to the A3G preferred deamination motif, A3G-

induced mutagenesis is likely to induce viral inactivation [50, 64, 66, 72, 73, 74].

However, the A3s that cause 50GA / 50AA mutations (A3F, A3H, and A3C)

may be more likely to induce HIV-1 genetic diversity and evolution [17, 64, 74].

These data in combination with data demonstrating that during chronic HIV-1 infec-

tion Vif can acquire mutations that partially decrease its ability to induce A3
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degradation suggest that HIV-1 can manipulate A3 activity like a mutational rheostat

[44, 45, 68]. Evidence of this has come from studies that have assessed antiviral drug

resistance, CTL epitopes, and co-receptor usage, some of which used less effective

Vif variants isolated from HIV-1þ individuals [12, 15, 16, 68, 69, 70, 74, 75, 76,

77].

Of interest to the present work were the studies assessing whether A3-induced muta-

genesis can cause drug resistance. In Mulder et al., the authors used a less active Vif

variant (K22H) isolated from an HIVþ individual to create a hypermutated virus

population that was largely unable to replicate, but the integrated proviral genomes

contained the M184I mutation in pol that conferred resistance to the antiretroviral

(ARV) drug 3TC (Lamivudine, 20-deoxy-30-thiacytidine) [68]. By co-infecting cells

with a replication competent virus and the hypermutated ones, the authors were able

to show that viral recombination could rescue replication in the presence of high

amounts of 3TC [68]. In contrast, a combined experimental and in silico study

demonstrated that super-infection of cells and viral recombination between inacti-

vated and competent virus is unlikely to occur and suggested that hypermutated pro-

viruses are a dead-end [67]. Nonetheless, the Vif K22H mutation correlated with

increased virological treatment failure in HIV-1þ individuals, which may be due

to increased levels of preexisting drug resistance mutations induced by A3 enzymes,

even though many of the proviral genomes were nonfunctional [45, 78, 79]. How-

ever, none of these studies addressed if there could be drug resistance in a wild

type (WT) HIV-1 infection before A3 hypermutation and if drug resistance was

instead induced by A3 sublethal mutagenesis. Kim et al. addressed this by using

CEM-SS cells that do not express A3s and created a CEM-SS cell line stably ex-

pressing A3G and showed with WT HIV-1 that resistance to 3TC only arose in

the cells expressing A3G [71]. This study supports the hypothesis that Vif sup-

presses A3-induced hypermutation, but still allows for a small enough number of

mutations to occur that provides a benefit to the HIV-1 genetic diversity [71]. How-

ever, clinical studies have not found a significant correlation between A3 enzymes

and HIV-1 drug resistance [80, 81, 82, 83], which may be due to the principle of pur-

ifying selection and that drug resistance mutations induced by A3 enzymes may have

too many other collateral mutations to produce replication competent virus or be

rescued by viral recombination [67, 84].

Despite these previous cell-based and clinical studies there are several factors

regarding A3-induced HIV-1drug resistance that have not been addressed. First,

HIV-1 RT also has a preference to cause G / A mutations and it has not been es-

tablished whether the A3 sequence contexts of 50GG or 50GA can properly discrim-

inate between A3- and RT- induced mutations [85, 86, 87]. Second, several studies

have used “hypermutated” viruses due to the absence of Vif, use of less active Vif

variants, or use of proviral DNA sequences from databases [14, 67, 68], but the effect

of A3s with a WT HIV-1 and Vif are not known; in particular, we still do not know
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the average number of deaminations an A3 can induce in a single round of replica-

tion with WT HIV-1. Third, several studies have tested only A3G [14, 68, 71] even

though A3 enzymes are known to be coordinately expressed and A3F and A3G have

been shown to interact as a hetero-oligomer that has enhanced HIV-1 restriction ac-

tivity [66, 88, 89].

Here, we assessed if the A3 enzymes A3F and A3G could cause drug resistance to

evolve in HIV-1. We chose to study A3F and A3G since they are most commonly

the active A3s found in the human population [60]. We examined how the enzymes

influenced drug resistance against each 3TC and AZT (Azidothymidine) alone.

Since drug resistance can easily develop with monotherapies, we also tested a mixed

ARV regimen of TDF (Tenofovir Disoproxil Fumarate), 3TC, and EFV (Efavirenz)

(TLE regimen). We found that co-expression of A3F and A3G in HIV-1LAI producer

cells resulted in deaminations that were above the RT-induced G/ A mutation rate

and drug resistant variants in the progeny virus. However, the drug resistant variants

resulting from A3-induced mutagenesis were less able to replicate than drug resistant

viruses derived from RT-induced mutations alone. Altogether, the data support a

model in which A3 enzymes cooperate to restrict HIV-1, which promotes viral inac-

tivation more than viral evolution.
2. Results

2.1. Co-expression of A3G and A3F results in partial protection
of A3F from Vif-mediated degradation

In the absence of Vif, A3G and A3F have different abilities to restrict HIV-1. In

single-cycle replication assays, across a range of transfected A3 plasmid, A3F re-

stricts DVif HIV-1 6- to 10- fold less than A3G (Fig. 1A). We used the A3F variant

108S/231I [60, 90]. However, both A3G and A3F are suppressed by Vif in a single-

cycle replication assay with HIV-1LAI, as demonstrated by high HIV-1 infectivity

levels (Fig. 1B). To more accurately assess the impact of A3G and A3F, which

are coordinately expressed in CD4þ T cells and have been previously shown to

hetero-oligomerize and synergistically restrict HIV-1 [66], we used a vector with

two multiple cloning sites so that on a per cell basis each transfected cell would ex-

press both A3G and A3F (see Materials and Methods and Ref. [66]). Under these

conditions, the DVif HIV-1 restriction by co-expressed A3F and A3G was equal

to that of A3G alone (Fig. 1A) and the HIV-1LAI appeared to be able to suppress

both A3G and A3F (Fig. 1B). The expression levels of the co-expressed or singly

expressed A3F or A3G were directly comparable since the same MCS in the dual

expression vector was used to express each A3 alone (see Materials and Methods

and Ref. [66]).
on.2019.e01498
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Fig. 1. Co-expression of A3G and A3F results in protection of A3F from Vif mediated degradation. (A)

In a DVif DEnv HIV-1LAI (�Vif) single-cycle replication assay, A3G and co-expressed A3F and A3G

(A3F/A3G) restrict viral replication more than A3F alone. (B) In a DEnv HIV-1LAI (þVif) single-cycle

replication assay A3G, A3F, and A3F/A3G are suppressed by Vif. (AeB) The A3G was HA-tagged and

the A3F was V5-tagged. Data were produced from three independent experiments and error bars repre-

sent the standard deviation from the mean. Designations for significant difference of values were a P

value of �0.001 (***), �0.01(**), or �0.05 (*). (CeD) Immunoblots from the experiments in panels

A and B using 50 ng transfected A3 plasmid. (C) Vif induces degradation of HA-tagged A3G when ex-

pressed alone or co-expressed with V5-tagged A3F. (D) Vif induces degradation of V5-tagged A3F, but

A3F is partially rescued from degradation when expressed in the presence of HA-tagged A3G. (EeG)

Further analysis of the A3G-mediated protection of A3F from Vif was carried out using increasing

amounts of Vif expression plasmid that was cotransfected with a constant amount of (E) HA-tagged

A3G, (F) V5-tagged A3F, and (G) co-expression of the HA-tagged A3G and V5-tagged A3F (A3F-

V5/A3G-HA). The data show that A3F, but not A3G is protected from Vif mediated degradation

when A3F/A3G are co-expressed. (CeG) Immunoblots were conducted for three independent experi-

ments and a representative blot is shown. Full immunoblots from which representative images were ob-

tained are in Supplementary Fig. S1.
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To track the A3G and A3F we immunoblotted cell and virus lysates from the single-

cycle replication assays (50 ng transfected A3 plasmid). The A3G-HA was sensitive

to Vif-mediated degradation, resulting in less A3G encapsidation in the presence of

Vif, although A3G was still present in cells infected with HIV-1 LAI (Fig. 1C). In

contrast, the A3F-V5 was not detected in cells or viruses in the presence of Vif

(Fig. 1D). Upon co-expression of A3G and A3F, we found no change in A3G sensi-

tivity to Vif-mediated degradation or encapsidation (Fig. 1C), but there was a change

in A3F protein levels (Fig. 1D). In DVif HIV-1 infected cells, the co-expression of

A3G with A3F stabilized the steady state level of A3F in cells and resulted in more

A3F being encapsidated (Fig. 1D). During a HIV-1LAI infection, the presence of co-

expressed A3G and A3F resulted in incomplete Vif-mediated degradation of A3F

and encapsidation of A3F (Fig. 1D). To determine the extent that A3F is protected

from Vif-mediated degradation when co-expressed with A3G, we co-expressed the

A3s with different amounts of Vif expressed from a plasmid, rather than the HIV-1

genome (50 ng transfected A3 plasmid). We determined that A3F was more sensitive

to Vif-mediated degradation than A3G (Fig. 1E and F). In contrast, when co-

expressed with A3G, the A3F was less sensitive to Vif-mediated degradation

whereas A3G degradation was the same as when expressed alone (Fig. 1G). These

results are consistent with previously published data that showed A3F 108S/231I can

be partially protected from Vif-mediated degradation by A3G or A3F 108A/231V

[90]. Altogether, these results demonstrate that there is not complete Vif-mediated

degradation of A3F when it is co-expressed with A3G. These data prompted us to

determine the A3-induced mutation frequency of HIV-1 proviral DNA in the pres-

ence of Vif, since it may have been previously underestimated due to the use of sin-

gle A3s.
2.2. Level of A3G and A3F induced G / A mutations exceed
those of RT in a single-cycle of HIV-1 replication

To determine the maximum numbers of A3-induced mutations during a HIV-1LAI
infection we amplified part of pol from proviral DNA of single-cycle replication as-

says from the 25 ng transfected A3 plasmid condition (Fig. 1A and B, HIV-1:A3

plasmid molar ratio of 12:1) and sequenced the amplicons on an Illumina MiSeq plat-

form (Fig. 2A). The sequences were processed through a customized pipeline to

determine the flanking nucleotides of deaminations (see Materials and Methods).

The proviral DNA was analyzed for the G / A mutation frequency in the presence

and absence of Vif. In the absence of A3 enzymes and in the presence (DEnv HIV-

1LAI) or absence (DVif DEnv HIV-1LAI) of Vif, the RT rate of G / A mutations

stayed relatively the same and was w0.5 mutations/kb (Fig. 2B). In the absence

of Vif, both A3F and A3G induced high numbers of mutations with A3F inducing

5.6 mutations/kb and A3G inducing 14 mutations/kb (Fig. 2B). From these values,

we defined A3-induced G / A hypermutation as being at least 10-fold above the
on.2019.e01498
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RT G / A mutation rate. In the presence of Vif, the A3F-induced mutations were

not significantly different from the no A3 condition, consistent with the immunoblot

that showed no detectable A3F encapsidation in the presence of Vif (Figs. 1B and

2B, 0.5 mutations/kb). In the presence of Vif, A3G was able to induce 2.1 muta-

tions/kb, although this appeared not to have any significant effect on the infectivity

level of the HIV-1 (Figs. 1B and 2B). When A3F and A3G were co-expressed in the

absence and presence of Vif, the mutation frequency was similar to A3G alone and

was 11 mutations/kb and 1.8 mutations/kb, respectively (Fig. 2B). These data indi-

cated that in a HIV-1LAI infection with Vif, the A3s can induce a G / A mutation

frequency in proviral DNA that is up to w4-fold above the RT G / A mutation

frequency in a single-cycle of replication. Since this mutation frequency did not func-

tionally effect viral infectivity (Fig. 1B), the data suggest that hypermutated proviral

DNA isolated from HIV-1þ people (observed to have at least 10 mutations/kb) was

exposed to A3s over multiple rounds of infection [67].

To determine which A3 was inducing the G/Amutations, we further analyzed the

sequencing data to determine the GG / AG and GA / AA mutation frequencies.

Since A3G preferentially deaminates within 50CC contexts, the (þ) DNA mutations

are GG / AG. This is discernable from preferential A3F deaminations that occur

within 50TC contexts and result in (þ) DNA mutations that are in the GA / AA

context. Analysis of the DVif DEnv HIV-1LAI condition (�Vif) demonstrated that

the random RT mutations that fall into an A3 context are equivalent to the total

RT-induced G / A mutations, demonstrating that in context G / A mutations

a priori cannot solely be attributed to A3 deamination activity (Fig. 2B). The

A3F-induced mutations were 91% in the GA / AA context (Fig. 2B). The A3G-

induced mutations were less stringent with the preferred GG / AG context being

mutated 79% of the total (Fig. 2B). These values were consistent with their previ-
and DEnv HIV-1LAI from Fig. 1 (25 ng transfected A3 plasmid) was used as a template to PCR amplify

1744 nt of pol (1792e3536), which was further amplified with nested primers that contained Illumina

adapters, resulting in a total 728 nt region of pol that was analyzed by next-generation sequencing.

The 728 nt was amplified as three separate segments. (B) The G / A mutations in both the GA /

AA (A3F context) and GG / AG (A3G context) were determined from DVif DEnv HIV-1LAI (Vif-)

and DEnv HIV-1LAI (Vifþ) infections. (CeF) Drug resistant mutations that can be induced by A3-

mediated mutagenesis due to a deamination motif within the (�) DNA sequence. Note that not all y-

axis scales are the same due to different mutation frequencies imposed by the timing of (þ) DNA syn-

thesis. (C) The D67N mutation was preferentially induced by A3F. (D) The E138K mutation was

induced by A3F and A3G in Vif-, but not Vifþ infections. (E) The M184I mutation was preferentially

induced by A3G. (F) The G190R mutation, but not the G190E mutation, was preferentially induced by

A3G. (GeJ) Drug resistance mutations that can only result from RT-induced error. The RT-induced er-

rors resulted in mutations at (G) K65R, (H) K103S/N, (I) Y188C/H/L, and (J) T215F/Y. Drug resistant

mutations relevant to A3-mediated mutagenesis and the drug resistance selection experiments are shown.

Other drug resistance mutations are in Supplementary Table S1.
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ously published deamination preferences that have been used to determine their

respective deamination frequencies in HIV genomes [64, 65, 66]. In the DEnv

HIV-1LAI condition (þVif) when each A3 is expressed alone the A3F-induced mu-

tations were 69% in the GA / AA context and the A3G-induced mutations were

87% in the GG / AG context (Fig. 2B). In the �Vif condition with combined

A3F/A3G expression, the GA / AA mutations and GG / AG mutations were

similar to A3G alone (Fig. 2B, A3F/A3G has 2.8 GA / AA and 8.5 GG / AG

mutations/kb), likely due to high A3G activity that can obscure the cooperative ef-

fects of coencapsidated A3F/A3G [66]. In the þVif condition the mutations induced

by the combined expression of A3F/A3G resulted in a 60/40% split between GG/

AG/GA/AAmutations with the total amount of GA/AAmutations being more

than when A3F or A3G were expressed alone (Fig. 2B). This was consistent with

Vif-mediated degradation data that showed A3F can be partially rescued from

Vif-mediated degradation in the presence of A3G (Fig. 1D and G). Altogether,

the data demonstrated that the combined expression of A3G and A3F resulted in a

combined effect of both A3s on proviral mutagenesis in the presence of Vif, likely

due to the previously characterized ability of A3G and A3F to form a hetero-

oligomer and co-encapsidate into HIV-1 virions [65, 66].
2.3. A3G and A3F can induce drug resistant mutations in
proviral DNA

We next determined the nature of the mutations in the proviral DNA to establish

whether A3F and A3G could contribute to preexisting drug resistance mutations

in proviral DNA. We examined several drug resistance changes along the pol

gene and noted a significant increase in mutations from 50 / 30 in the (þ) DNA,

consistent with gradients of mutations forming in proximity to polypurine tract

(PPT) regions (Fig. 2C, D, E, F, y-axis) [47, 48, 49]. The HIV-1 central PPT

(cPPT) is within pol, with mutations peaking directly before the cPPT and within

pol. We examined mutations that could result from A3 deaminase activity, which

correspond to drug resistant mutations D67N, M184I, E138K, and G190R/E

(Table 1). We used the ‘No A3’ transfection condition to represent the RT induced

mutations. In the absence of Vif, A3F was able to induce the D67N mutation 2-fold,

the M184I mutation 7-fold, the E138K mutation 11-fold, the G190R 6-fold, and the

G190E 15-fold more than RT (Fig. 2C, D, E, F). In contrast, in the absence of Vif,

A3G preferentially caused mutations more than RT at E138K (23-fold more than

RT), M184I (108-fold more than RT), G190R (74-fold more than RT), and

G190E (2-fold more than RT), but the D67N mutations were not significantly

different from the no A3 condition (Fig. 2C, D, E, F). When the A3F and A3G

were co-expressed in the absence of Vif, the mutation pattern matched both A3F

and A3G alone consistent with previous data showing that the co-expression and

co-encapsidation of A3F and A3G did not alter their deamination preferences
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Table 1. HIV-1 nucleotide and non-nucleotide reverse transcriptase inhibitors

and possible resistance mutations.

Drug class Drug Primary drug
resistance
mutationsa

Possible A3-induced
mutation

Codon in (D)/(L)
DNA

Probable
A3b

NRTI 3TC K65R M184I 50ATG/30CAT A3F or A3G
Emtricitabine M184I/V
Abacavir K65R M184I 50ATG/30CAT A3F or A3G
Didanosine K70E

L74V/I
Y115F
M184I/V

TDF M41L D67N 50GAC/30CTG A3F
Stavudine K65R

D67N
K70E/R
L210W
T215Y/F

AZT M41L D67N 50GAC/30CTG A3F
D67N
K70R
L210W
T215Y/F

NNRTI Etravirine L100I E138K 50GAA/30TTC A3F
Rilpivirine K101E/P G190E 50GGA/30TCC A3G

E138A/G/K/Q
Y181C/I/V
Y188L
G190E
M230L

Nevirapine L100I G190E 50GGA/30TCC A3G
EFV K101 E/P

K103 N/S
V106 A/M
Y181C/I/V
Y188L/C/H
G190 A/S/E
M230L

aDrug resistant mutations are listed in bold face type if they are associated with the highest levels of
resistance, mutations in italics contribute to resistance, and mutations in plain type contribute to resis-
tance in combination with other resistance mutations. Data from the Stanford University HIV Drug
Resistance Database [123, 124].
b The probable A3 is based on the preferred sequence context for deaminase activity in the viral (�) DNA
which is 50TC for A3F and 50CC for A3G.
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(Fig. 2C, D, E, F) [65, 66]. For A3F in the presence of Vif, only the D67N mutation

(3.5-fold) and G190E (2-fold) were significantly mutated in comparison to the No

A3 condition (Fig. 2C, D, E, F). For A3G in the presence of Vif, there were more

mutations induced than for the No A3 condition at the M184I site (3.8-fold) and

G190R (2.8-fold) sites (Fig. 2C, D, E, F). When A3F and A3G were co-

expressed, only the D67N site (1.2-fold more than RT), M184I site (2-fold more

than RT), G190R site (1.6-fold more than RT) and G190E site (9.5-fold more

than RT) were preferentially mutated (Fig. 2C, D, E, F). Notably, although the
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D67N mutation was a preferred site for A3F-induced mutations, as predicted by

sequence context, in the absence of Vif, the E138K mutation was induced by both

A3F and A3G, although the sequence context is predicted to be preferred by A3F

(Fig. 2C and D and Table 1). Similarly, the G190 position contains a predicted

A3G deamination motif in the (-)DNA, but in the absence of Vif can be deaminated

by A3G and A3F (Fig. 2F and Table 1). These deviations from the predicted deam-

ination motifs are likely due to the effects of secondary structure or larger sequence

context that is known to effect A3 deamination [91, 92]. In particular, A3G can

deaminate the canonical A3F context approximately 13e20% of the time in this re-

gion of RT (Fig. 2B, A3G and A3G/A3F conditions) and may be more able to deam-

inate 50TC containing sites than A3F, such as E138K, due to the higher deamination

activity (Fig. 1A). Nonetheless, in the presence of Vif when the encapsidated A3

levels are lower, the predicted deamination motifs are consistent with the observed

mutations with A3F preferring a 50TC deamination resulting in D67N and A3G

preferring 50CC deaminations resulting in M184I ((�) DNA context is 50CCAT
(codon is underlined)) and G190R (Table 1). Altogether, these data suggest that

in a HIV-1LAI infection the mutation bias of A3G and A3F to cause drug resistant

mutations are distinct.

We also determined the level mutations that could only be induced by RT, such as

K65R, T215Y/F, K103S/N, and Y118L/C/H to determine if the ability of A3s to

interfere with RT polymerization also effects its insertion fidelity (Table 1). We found

that RT could induce mutations at K65R, K103S/N, Y188C/H/L, and T215F/Y,

among others (Fig. 2G, H, I, J and Supplementary Table S1). For the K103S/N,

Y188C/H/L, and T215F/Y mutations, the No A3 condition in the absence or presence

of Vif had similar levels of these mutations (Fig. 2G, H, I, J). However, for the K65R,

the presence of Vif resulted in a 14-fold increase in the frequency, but overall this

mutation occurred at a low level (Fig. 2F, 4 � 10�5, �Vif; 6 � 10�4, þVif). For

the K65R mutation in the absence of Vif, the presence of A3F, A3G or A3F/A3G

increased the mutation 6- to 8- fold (Fig. 2G). This effect by A3F, A3G or A3F/

A3G on the K65R mutation was not observed in the presence of Vif (Fig. 2G).

For the K103S/N mutation, the presence of A3G, either in the absence or presence

of Vif resulted in an absence of the K103S mutation, although the K103N mutation

was not changed (Fig. 2H). For the Y188C/H/L mutation, the presence of A3G in the

absence of Vif resulted in 5-fold less Y188C mutations (Fig. 2I). However, in the

presence of Vif, A3F, A3G, and A3F/A3G all caused changes in the mutation fre-

quencies. The presence of A3F or A3G decreased the amount of Y188L mutations

3-fold (þVif, A3F) to 7.5-fold (þVif, A3G) and increased the amount of Y188H mu-

tations by 1.8-fold (þVif, A3F and A3G) (Fig. 2I). The A3F/A3G condition resulted

in 2-fold less Y188C mutations (Fig. 2H). In the presence of Vif, for the T215F/Y

mutation, the presence of A3F resulted in a 2-fold increase in the mutation rate

(Fig. 2J). Since the (�) DNA sequence for these codons have no deamination motifs,
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these data suggest that A3 enzymes can influence the RT insertion fidelity either by

physical inhibition of RT or nearby A3-catalyzed uracils [93, 94].
2.4. Drug resistant HIV-1 can be selected for from spreading
infections of peripheral blood mononuclear cells

After determining the capability of A3F and A3G to induce drug resistant mutations

in the presence of Vif, we sought to test if these mutations would result in functional

drug resistant HIV-1LAI. We determined if the mutations we observed could cause

viral growth in the presence of ARVs with endogenously expressed A3s from

PBMCs. A3F commonly occurs as two alleles that result in 108S/A and 231I/V

polymorphisms [60, 95]. Usually the polymorphisms are genetically linked as

108S/231I and 108A/231V [60, 95], but the PBMC donor genotype for A3F was

108S/231V, a less commonly linked genotype and different from our A3F lab clone

which was 108S/231I (see Materials and Methods). We could not detect expression

of A3F and A3G in the PBMCs due to the absence of sensitive native antibodies, but

did confirm expression of A3F and A3G mRNA by qPCR under the experimental

conditions (data not shown). The selection of drug resistant virus used a two-fold

serial dilution of the ARV, either AZT (6.25e50 mM), 3TC (9.38e150 mM), or

the Mixed ARVs (TDF, 3TC, and EFV; TLE regimen) (Fig. 3A). Mutations confer-

ring resistance to AZT (D67N), 3TC (M184I), and EFV (G190E/R) can directly

arise from A3-induced mutagenesis (Fig. 2C, E, F and Table 1). The EFV resistance

mutations K103S/N and Y188L/C/H and TDF resistance mutation K65R can only

arise from RT-induced mutagenesis (Fig. 2H, I and Table 1). After infection of

PBMCs with WT HIV-1LAI, the RT activity in supernatants was measured every

third day and used to detect if virus was present. The growth took place over 30

days with the total viral supernatant being added to fresh PBMCs from the same

donor at day 21. The normal growth of HIV-1 in the PBMCs resulted in a peak at

day 12 (Fig. 3B). Proviral DNA was isolated for sequencing at day 30 and genomic

RNA was isolated for cDNA synthesis and sequencing at the peak of virus replica-

tion. The sequencing data was analyzed using theWT HIV-1LAI genome as the refer-

ence genome.

In the absence of any ARV drugs, the PBMCs accumulated drug resistance mu-

tations. The highest levels of mutations in the proviral DNA were at K103N and

G190E, conferring resistance to EFV (Fig. 3C). The gRNA had corresponding

K103N and G190E mutations, although the G190E was significantly lower in

gRNA consistent with the principle of purifying selection since G190E has

been reported to create an aberrant protease cleavage site [96]. Mutations at

other sites such as M184I and D67N that can be induced by A3G and A3F,

respectively, were also present, consistent with the single-cycle replication

data showing the preexistence of drug resistance mutations (Figs. 2C, E and
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Fig. 3. Drug resistant HIV-1 can be isolated from infected PBMC cultures. (A) PBMCswere cultured for 30

dwith nodrugor in the presenceof increasingamounts of 3TC(9.38e150mM),AZT(6.25e50mM),orMixed

ARVs (dilution series). (B) Virus replicationwasmeasured using an RT assay and showed that the virus repli-

cation peaked in the PBMC culture at day 12. Drug resistant variants were also isolated, although the level of

virus in the supernatant determined by the RT assay was approximately 10-fold less. (C) In the absence of

ARVs, drug resistance mutations were present in both provirus DNA and virus gRNA. (D) Virus resistant

to 75 mM 3TC shown in panel A, but on an expanded scale. (E) Virus resistant to 3TC had the corresponding

drug resistance mutation at M184I in gRNA, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs. (F) Virus

resistant to 12.5 mM AZT shown in panel A, but on an expanded scale. (G) Virus resistant to AZT had the

correspondingdrug resistancemutations atD67NandT215F/Y, alongwith drug resistancemutations for other

ARVs. (H) Virus resistant to a 1:2 dilution of Mixed ARVs (TDF, 3TC, EFV) shown in panel A, but on an

expanded scale. (I) Virus resistant to TDF, 3TC, and EFV had corresponding mutations in K65R, M184I,

and K103S/N, respectively, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs. Other drug resistance mu-

tations are in Supplementary Table S1.
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3C). When the HIV-1 was grown in the presence of ARVs, growth curves with

delayed peaks were detected, but with approximately 10-fold less virus than in

the absence of drug, consistent with low level variants emerging from the cul-

ture (Fig. 3B, D, F and H).

Each ARV selected for a unique combination of drug resistance mutations. The HIV-

1 resistance to 3TC occurred at 75 mM 3TC and correlated with high levels of the

M184I mutation in gRNA (Fig. 3D, E). In the gRNA, the G190E mutation was

much higher, despite not being required for 3TC resistance, but suggests that

G190 was hot spot for mutation either by RT or A3s. In proviral DNA, the

K103N mutation was also higher than the M184I mutation, but was not in the

gRNA, likely due to the lack of selection pressure for this mutation. The HIV-1 resis-

tance to AZT occurred at 12.5 mM AZT and resulted in a similar growth curve, but

with a more delayed peak of RT activity compared to growth with 3TC (Fig. 3F, day

21 compared to Fig. 3D, day 15). The high level of resistance to AZT conferred by

the T215F/Y (RT induced mutation) and D67N (A3F induced mutation) was

observed at low levels in culture likely due to the selection of drug resistant variants

at a low concentration of AZT (Fig. 3G and inset). Consistent with the M184I mu-

tation causing increased sensitivity to AZT, the mutation was found in the proviral

DNA at a much greater extent than in the gRNA (Fig. 3G). The Mixed ARVs should

select for resistance mutations at K65R, M184I, and any of the following K103S/N,

Y188L/C/H, and G190E/R. At the 1:2 dilution, we recovered resistant virus that had

mutations at K65R, M184I, and K103S (Fig. 3H, I). The G190R was present at high

amounts in proviral DNA but was 3-fold less likely to be in gRNA compared to the

K103S (Fig. 3I and inset). Consistent with M184I conferring increased sensitivity to

TDF, there was a much higher amount of M184I mutations in the proviral DNA,

than the gRNA (Fig. 3I and inset). Altogether, the data from virus growth on infected

PBMCs with and without drug selection demonstrated that this experimental system

could be used to isolate drug resistant viruses and recover drug resistant mutations

through deep sequencing. Rather than analyze PBMCs from different donors that

may introduce unknown variables into the analysis, we used different cell lines

without or with endogenous A3 expression to test specific questions using the

same experimental system.
2.5. Effect of exposure of HIV-1 to A3G and A3F in a single-cycle
of replication on drug resistance

We next investigated if exposure to WT HIV-1LAI with encapsidated A3F and A3G

could introduce drug resistant mutations that would be maintained in a spreading

infection. For this experiment, we used U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells that do not ex-

press A3F or A3G and infected them with HIV-1LAI. Two stocks of HIV-1LAI were

prepared, one stock was produced in the presence of A3F and A3G so that the A3s
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were encapsidated into the virions and the second stock was produced in the

absence of A3F and A3G (see Materials and Methods). Importantly, the HIV-

1LAI expressed Vif, which would induce degradation of A3F and A3G from virus

producer cells resulting in low A3F and A3G encapsidation levels. Infection of

U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells with the virus particles having encapsidated A3F/

A3G would result in A3-induced mutagenesis occurring only in the first round

of reverse transcription and proviral DNA synthesis. However, the cultures were

kept for 30 days to determine the long-term fate of the A3 induced mutations on

drug resistance to AZT, 3TC, and the Mixed ARV TLE regimen (Fig. 4A), in

contrast to the single-cycle replication assay that only identified the presence of

mutations (Fig. 2). In the absence of any ARVs, the RT activity of the U87

CD4þ CXCR4þ cells under both No A3 and A3F/A3G conditions had similar pro-

files and peaked at day 6 (Fig. 4B). The robust replication occurred, even with an

MOI of 0.01 due to the high surface expression of the CD4þ and CXCR4þ [97].

Sequencing of the proviral DNA and cDNA produced from gRNA demonstrated

the existence of drug resistant mutations, particularly M184I, K103S/N, and

G190R/E (Fig. 4C, D). The mutation profiles of the No A3 and A3F/A3G condition

were very similar, suggesting that the majority of mutations were made from RT-

induced error or that RT and A3F/A3G have overlapping mutational hot spots

(Fig. 4C, D).

To discern the impact of RT and A3F/A3G, we conducted 4 independent experi-

ments for U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells grown in the presence of 3TC or AZT. The

experiments were then scored for whether drug resistance viruses were obtained

and if it occurred in the No A3 or A3F/A3G condition (Table 2). We found that

for 3TC resistance, out of 4 experiments, resistance arose once in the No A3 condi-

tion and once in the A3F/A3G condition (Table 2). Although the drug resistant var-

iants that grew from viruses that had packaged A3F/A3G arose early at day 9, they

could not maintain growth in culture and by day 12 the RT activity in the supernatant

was lost (Fig. 4E). In addition, the 3TC resistance from the A3F/A3G condition was

at 18.7 mM, less than the 75 mM that arose in the PBMC culture (Figs. 3D and 4E). In

contrast, the virus that had no A3 packaged resulted in robust drug resistant viruses

emerging from the culture at day 18 in the presence of 75 mM 3TC (Fig. 4E).

Accordingly, the drug resistant viruses from the No A3 condition had very high

levels of the M184I mutation in proviral and cDNA isolated from gRNA

(Fig. 4F). In contrast the A3F/A3G exposed viruses had lower amounts of the

M184I, although the mutation was present in cDNA produced from gRNA

(Fig. 4G and inset). The 3TC resistance is also strengthened by the K65R mutation,

which can only be induced by RT and was also found in the A3F/A3G condition

(Fig. 4G). Consistent with the D67N mutation being a hot spot for A3-induced muta-

genesis in the presence of Vif, this mutation was found at the highest amount in the

proviral DNA, but not in the viral cDNA since there was no AZT selection (Fig. 4G).
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Fig. 4. Exposure of WT HIV-1LAI to A3G and A3F for a single round of replication can generate drug

resistant viruses. (A) U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells were cultured for 30 d with no drug or in the presence

of increasing amounts of 3TC (9.38e150 mM), AZT (6.25e50 mM), or Mixed ARVs. (B) Virus repli-

cation was measured using an RT assay and showed that the virus replication peaked in the U87 CD4þ
CXCR4þ culture at day 6. (CeD) Drug resistance mutations were present in both provirus DNA and

virus gRNA for the No A3 and co-expressed A3F and A3G (A3F/A3G) condition. (E) Virus resistant

to 75 mM 3TC (No A3) and 18.7 mM 3TC (A3F/A3G) was isolated. (FeG) Virus resistant to 3TC

had the corresponding drug resistance mutation at M184I in gRNA, along with drug resistance mutations

for other ARVs. (G) The K65R mutation that provides additional resistance to 3TC and the M184I mu-

tation were found in the A3F/A3G condition. (H) Virus resistant to 12.5 mM AZT was isolated from the

A3F/A3G condition. (I) Virus resistant to AZT had the corresponding drug resistance mutations at D67N

and T215F/Y, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs. (AeI) Data was obtained from the

experiments listed in Table 2. Virus replication in the absence of drug was determined for each exper-

iment in the No A3 and A3F/A3G condition, but only one representative curve is shown for each con-

dition in panel B. (J) Virus resistant to a 1:32 dilution of Mixed ARVs (TDF, 3TC, EFV) was isolated,

but similar to the other drug resistant viruses, the amount of RT activity in the supernatant was less than

without the Mixed ARV. (KeL) Virus resistant to TDF, 3TC, and EFV had corresponding mutations in

K65R, M184I, and K103S/N, respectively, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs. Other

drug resistance mutations are in Supplementary Table S1.
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Table 2. Emergence of 3TC or AZT resistant viruses in the absence or presence

of encapsidated A3F/A3G.

Antiretroviral drug Drug resistant virus

No A3 Encapsidated A3F/A3G

3TC
Experiment 1 Yes

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

Experiment 4 Yes

AZT
Experiment 1

Experiment 2 Yes

Experiment 3

Experiment 4 Yes

Experiment was carried out as detailed in Fig. 4A sketch for 3TC and AZT. Occurrence of drug resistant
viruses was scored from four independent experiments. No notation means that drug resistant viruses
were not isolated.
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When the experiments did use AZT, the only conditions that did produce drug resis-

tant virus was the condition with packaged A3F/A3G where we isolated drug resis-

tant virus for two of the four experiments (Table 2 and Fig. 4H, representative curve

shown). Although we recovered virus in one experiment for the No A3 condition in

the presence of AZT, the RT activity was 2.5-fold less than the A3F/A3G condition

and we were unable to amplify the virus, which was required to isolate gRNA for

cDNA synthesis and sequencing (Fig. 4H). The sequencing data from the A3F/

A3G condition in the presence of 12.5 mM AZT showed that the main mutation

mediating the resistance was D67N (Fig. 4I). Although the T215F/Y mutation

that results in stronger AZT resistance was found in gRNA, the D67N mutation

was 2.4-fold more frequent, consistent with A3F-induced mutagenesis (Figs. 2C

and 4I). Altogether, these data suggest that 3TC resistance from the M184I mutation

is more likely to occur from RT error than A3-induced mutagenesis, but AZT resis-

tance from the D67N mutation is more likely to occur from A3-induced mutagenesis

than RT.

We also examined if exposure to A3F/A3G in a single round of replication could

accelerate the development of viruses resistant to the Mixed ARV TLE regimen.

We found that in the presence of the mixed ARVs the No A3 condition had a

more robust RT signal at day 15 than the A3F/A3G exposed virus, which had an un-

detectable RT signal until day 24, and the peak was still 3.5-fold less signal than the

no A3 condition (Fig. 4J). Proviral DNA and gRNA was isolated from each of these

drug resistant virus populations and sequenced. For both the No A3 and A3F/A3G

conditions, the same drug resistant mutations required for viral replication in the

presence of the Mixed ARVs were found in the gRNA, which were K65R,
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M184I, K103S/N, and G190R/E. Although the mutation frequencies were higher in

the proviral DNA for the No A3 condition, the virus from the No A3 and A3F/A3G

conditions contained similar levels of mutations (Fig. 4K, L).

Although the A3s could contribute to drug resistant virus variants arising for 3TC

and Mixed ARV treatments, the RT signal obtained was less than conditions with

No A3 (Fig. 4E, J). Even with AZT, the RT signal was at least 3-fold less than virus

isolated in the absence of A3s for the other single drug experiment with 3TC

(Fig. 4E, H). These data suggest that A3 enzymes can contribute to drug resistance,

but that there may be additional mutations occurring from A3-induced mutagenesis

that compromises the replication capacity of the virus.
2.6. Drug resistant viruses derived from A3-induced mutagenesis
have less replication capacity

To examine if there are consequences of A3-induced mutagenesis on virus replica-

tion capacity we tested for emergence of drug resistant variants using the genetically

related CEM-SS and CEM cells that have nearly undetectable expression and normal

A3F and A3G expression, respectively [88]. The CEM-SS/CEM cells were used to

enable differentiation between RT- and A3- induced mutations, and the CEM cells

enabled continuous encapsidation of endogenously expressed A3s during the exper-

iment (Fig. 5A). The CEM-SS/CEM experimental system is in contrast to the U87

CD4þ CXCR4þ cells where A3 exposure only occurred in the first round of repli-

cation (Fig. 4) and provided the advantage of having a “no A3” cell line for compar-

ison, in contrast to PBMCs (Fig. 3). We genotyped the A3F of the CEM cells and

found that they have the commonly occurring heterozygous A3F genotype of

108S/231I and 108A/231V [60, 95]. In treatment naïve cohorts, the A3F 108A/

231V genotype has been associated with lower set-point viral load and slower

rate of progression to AIDS that appeared to be due to partial resistance to Vif

[55]. Without any drug selection, the virus produced from CEM-SS and CEM cells

both had peak RT activity after 24e27 days (Fig. 5B). The peak RT activity from the

CEM cells was 1.6-fold less than from CEM-SS cells (Fig. 5B). Sequencing of pro-

viral DNA and cDNA isolated from gRNA showed that although there were more

drug resistance mutations in the CEM-SS conditions, the types of mutations between

the no A3 (CEM-SS) and A3 (CEM) conditions were similar types (Fig. 5C, D).

To examine specifically the function of A3s in emergence of drug resistance, we

grew CEM-SS and CEM cells in either 3TC or AZT. Data from infections in U87

CD4þ CXCR4þ cells suggested that the M184I mutation in replicating viruses

was induced more efficiently by RT error than A3-induced mutagenesis (Fig. 4).

In support of this line of reasoning, we isolated viruses that had high RT activity

from CEM-SS cells in the presence of 150 mM 3TC (Fig. 5E). Although we could

isolate viruses from CEM cells at 150 mM 3TC, the level of RT activity was 24-
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Fig. 5. Drug resistant viruses produced from cells expressing A3G and A3F have less replication ca-

pacity than drug resistant viruses that arise from RT-induced error. (A) CEM-SS (permissive) or

CEM (non-permissive) cells were cultured for 30 d with no drug or in the presence of increasing

amounts of 3TC (9.38e150 mM) or AZT (6.25e50 mM). (B) Virus replication was measured using

an RT assay and showed that the virus replication peaked in the CEM-SS culture at day 27 and the

CEM culture at day 24. (CeD) Drug resistance mutations were present in both provirus DNA and virus

gRNA for the No A3 and co-expressed A3F and A3G (A3F/A3G) condition. (E) Virus resistant to 150

mM 3TC was isolated from both CEM-SS and CEM cultures, but the CEM cells had 24-fold less peak

RT activity. (FeG) Virus resistant to 3TC had the corresponding drug resistance mutation at M184I in

gRNA, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs for (F) CEM-SS and (G) CEM cells. (H)

Virus resistant to 6.25 mM AZT was isolated from cultures of CEM-SS and CEM cells. (I) Virus resis-

tant to 6.25 mM AZT from the CEM-SS culture was sequenced and had the corresponding drug resis-

tance mutations at D67N and T215F/Y, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs. (J) Virus

resistant to 25 mM AZT was isolated from CEM cell culture and is shown on same scale as AZT resis-

tant virus from CEM-SS cells in Panel H. Inset shows expanded scale. (K) Virus resistant to AZT from

the CEM culture was sequenced and had the corresponding drug resistance mutations at D67N and

T215F/Y, along with drug resistance mutations for other ARVs. Other drug resistance mutations are

in Supplementary Table S1.
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fold lower than viruses from CEM-SS cells (Fig. 5E). The M184I was present in

gRNA for both CEM-SS and CEM cells, but the frequency was 2.5-fold higher in

virus from CEM-SS cells (Fig. 5F, G). There were also multiple other drug resistance

mutations present, such as K103S/N in CEM-SS cells, consistent with RT-induced

mutations, and D67N in CEM cells, consistent with A3-induced mutagenesis (Figs.

2C, H and 5F, G).

For selection of drug resistant variants in the presence of AZT, consistent with the

results from U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells, the CEM cells resulted in AZT resistance

at 25 mM AZT, but the CEM-SS cells resulted in resistance only at 6.25 mM AZT

(Figs. 4H, I and 5H, J). We also obtained virus from CEM cells resistant to 6.25

mM AZT, but the RT activity was w40-fold less than drug resistant virus from

CEM-SS cells (Fig. 5H). Even the CEM derived drug resistant virus isolated at 25

mM AZT had 15-fold less RT activity than CEM-SS derived virus resistant to

6.25 mM AZT (Fig. 5H, J). All the AZT resistance was from the D67N mutation

in the gRNA, since we did not recover any T215F/Y resistance mutations in

gRNA, although it was found in the proviral DNA of viruses isolated from both

CEM-SS and CEM cells (Fig. 5I, K). These data collectively show that although

A3s can induce drug resistance, the resulting viruses had less replication capacity

than drug resistant viruses derived from RT-induced mutations alone.
3. Discussion

Some key limitations from previous studies for assessing if A3-induced mutagenesis

can contribute to the development of drug resistance were that only A3G instead of

multiple A3s was assessed, the bias of RT to induce G / A mutations was not

considered, only one antiviral drug was used, and only viral recombination with

DVif HIV-1 or HIV-1 with partially inactive Vif was considered. To overcome these

past limitations, we used WT VifLAI and assessed the contribution of A3F and A3G

on drug resistance to multiple drugs, alone and in combination, in comparison to

conditions with no A3 enzymes. We determined that all the RT-induced mutations

were in a G / A context that matched the A3F or A3G contexts, confounding the

interpretation of many previous studies. Importantly, we found that expression of

both A3F and A3G in the HIV-1 producer cells resulted in a protection of A3F

from complete Vif-mediated degradation and resulted in a proviral mutational

load from approximately equal contributions of A3F and A3G, consistent with a pre-

vious report [90], and despite A3F previously being found less active in DVif HIV-1

infections [50, 72, 73, 95, 98]. Altogether, in separate cell lines we found the consis-

tent result that although A3 enzymes could induce drug resistant mutations that re-

sulted in viral replication under drug selection pressure, the viruses had less

replication capacity than drug resistant viruses induced by RT alone. Although

A3F and A3G can induce nonsense mutations when codons for tryptophan are
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deaminated in (�) DNA [17], these would completely inactivate the virus and were

not likely to contribute to replication competent drug resistant variants. The more

common mutation induced by both A3G and A3F are missense mutations that

may or may not inactivate the virus [17]. Due to the stochastic nature of A3-

induced mutations and the possibility of several types of mutations causing less

replication capacity, we could not identify the specific mutations responsible. None-

theless, these data support a model in which A3 enzymes cooperate to safeguard

against viral evolution and to promote viral suppression.

Consistent with previous studies, we also found in our mutation analysis that A3G

could induce the M184I mutation in proviral DNA [68, 71]. We found in a single-

cycle replication assay with WT HIV-1LAI that A3G could induce this mutation in

the absence of 3 TC at a higher level than A3F and RT alone (Fig. 2). However,

despite this ability we found that A3G was less able to produce drug resistant virus

that could replicate as robustly as drug resistant viruses that emerged from the RT-

induced mutations alone (Figs. 4 and 5). Further, in the U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells,

the virus isolated from day 6 had approximately equal levels of the M184I mutation

between the No A3 and A3F/A3G condition, in contrast to the single-cycle replica-

tion assay, and suggesting that RT over several replication cycles can also induce the

M184I mutation (Figs. 2E and 4C, D). Nonetheless, that we did isolate replication

competent 3TC resistant virus in the presence of A3F and A3G underscores that viral

inactivation after A3-induced mutagenesis during a WT HIV-1LAI infection is not

guaranteed (Figs. 4 and 5). There are several missense mutations that can be induced

by A3 enzymes that do not inactivate key enzymes such as protease [17, 50, 99].

However, we observed that sublethally mutated and drug resistant proviral genomes

that were exposed to A3F and A3G were unlikely to replicate as well in the presence

of drug selection as WT HIV-1LAI that was not exposed to A3F and A3G. As a

result, the differentiation between sublethal mutagenesis and viral suppression ap-

pears to be the number of mutations, in addition to the nature of the mutations.

A3G has been shown to be very efficient at inactivation of DVif HIV-1 with some

reports suggesting that even a single encapsidated A3G molecule can induce lethal

mutations that inactivate the virus [72, 73, 100]. Even though A3G is more efficient

at inducing mutations than A3F in a DVif HIV-1 infection, the co-expression of A3F

and A3G resulted in partial protection of only A3F from Vif-mediated degradation

(Fig. 1E, F, G). In our study, A3G was always co-expressed with A3F. This may

have resulted in additional A3F-induced mutations that led to drug resistant viruses

with less replication capacity [65, 66, 101, 102, 103].

Although A3F has been implicated more than A3G for inducing genetic diversity, no

studies have directly tested the ability of A3F to promote HIV-1 drug resistance [50,

72, 74]. Here we showed that A3F can preferentially induce the D67N mutation that

results in AZT resistance and this occurred in the presence of Vif (Figs. 2, 4, and 5).

In U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells with virus exposed to A3F and A3G for only one
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round of replication, the A3F/A3G condition resulted in AZT resistant virus with

more replication capacity than the No A3 condition for two of the four experimental

replicates (Table 2, Fig. 4). Despite this induced resistance, we also found that in

CEM cells where there is continual encapsidation of A3F and A3G, the resulting vi-

ruses still became resistant to AZT, but had less replication capacity than the AZT

resistant viruses that emerged from CEM-SS cells in the absence of any A3s

(Fig. 5). Our data demonstrated that this is because the coordinate expression of

A3G with A3F results in more encapsidation of A3F due to protection from Vif-

mediated degradation, resulting in almost equal contribution of mutations from

A3F and A3G in a WT HIV-1LAI infection (Figs. 1D and 2B). This suggests that

the combination of GG / AG and GA / AA mutations could have a higher inac-

tivation potential than each alone in a WT HIV-1 infection [65, 104]. This may also

be due to differences in enzyme processivity that result in A3F inducing mutations

that are widely spaced, potentially inactivating or mutating more target proteins, and

A3G inducing clusters of mutations that have high inactivation potential if they fall

within conserved regions or enzyme active sites [50].

Our study also addressed the contribution of RT-induced G / A mutations and

whether the number of A3-induced mutations could exceed the RT error rate in a

single round of replication. Several studies have assessed levels of A3-induced

mutagenesis using proviruses recovered after unknown numbers of multiple rounds

of virus replication and sometimes from infections with naturally occurring Vif

defective viruses [14, 44, 67, 68, 103]. If the proviral DNA is “hypermutated”,

then recombination with a WT or sublethally mutated virus would be required to

recover drug resistant mutations. While this may efficiently occur in cell culture,

it appears less likely in a clinical infection, suggesting that this is not a main route

of A3-induced drug resistance, if it occurs [67, 68]. Rather, the sublethal mutagen-

esis that would occur in the first round of replication would be the most likely mech-

anism for A3 enzymes to contribute to drug resistance. In this situation, we found

evidence of potential sublethal mutagenesis since A3-induced mutations decreased

from w10-20-fold above RT error in the absence of Vif to w4-fold above RT error

in the presence of Vif (Fig. 2B). These mutations did not cause any decrease in viral

replication in the absence of drug selection (Fig. 1B). However, in the presence of

drug selection where only select viruses could replicate, the effect of the A3-

induced mutations was visible because the virus replication, as measured by an

RT assay, resulted in less signal in the presence of drugs than the no RT condition

(Fig. 4, 3TC, combined ARVs; Fig. 5, 3TC, AZT). Importantly, in a spreading infec-

tion in the absence of drugs we found that the chance for RT to induce the M184I

mutation in comparison to viruses exposed to A3G and A3F for a single round of

replication was equal, but under drug selection pressure, the no A3 condition pro-

duced a much stronger pool of 3TC resistant virus (Figs. 4 and 5). Consistent

with analysis of the mutational bias of HIV-1 proviral DNA from infected
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individuals [82] and studies characterizing RT fidelity [85, 86, 87], all of our quan-

tified RT induced G / A mutations were within a relevant A3 mutation context

(Fig. 2B). These data suggest that previous studies have underestimated the ability

of RT alone to induce this mutation. Only the resistance to AZT was regularly

induced by A3 enzymes, likely A3F, but AZT resistant viruses continually exposed

to A3G and A3F had lower replication capacity than viruses not exposed to A3G and

A3F (Fig. 5). With a combined ARV treatment, the single round of exposure to A3s

enabled resistance, but it was less robust than RT alone (Fig. 4).

Results from our study differ from two previous studies that examined A3-induced

drug resistance. Namely, both studies found that A3G induced 3TC drug resistance

either through hypermutation and subsequent recombination [68] or through suble-

thal mutagenesis [71]. The key difference between our studies is that we also had

A3F present, which may result in higher levels of mutagenesis and ensure viral inac-

tivation. Despite different results from some cell-based experiments, our data are in

agreement with in silico studies regarding the effects of collateral A3-induced muta-

tions. An early study by Jern et al. found through simulation analysis that A3G de-

aminations have been a factor in HIV-1 evolution, but only a small proportion of the

deaminations could be responsible for drug resistance mutations, indicating that

there is not always a direct connection between resistance and A3-induced mutagen-

esis [14]. This was supported by a study by Delvis-Frankenberry et al. that suggested

hypermutated proviruses occur, but are rarely rescued by recombination and that

sublethal mutagenesis for A3G and A3F is negligible since it occurs at a rate less

than the RT mutations [67]. While our single-cycle replication assays found a larger

number of mutations due to A3G and A3F in the presence of Vif (Fig. 2), the overall

conclusions were the same; that the effect of A3-induced mutagenesis appeared to be

either be very low and insignificant or high enough to inactivate or partially suppress

viral replication [67].

In particular, several studies have found stop codons almost concomitant with A3-

induced mutagenesis, even with WT HIV-1 infections and in clinical studies [67,

79, 83, 84]. Notably, the M184I mutation causes RT to be less processive, although

this can be compensated for with an E138K mutation [105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110].

Nonetheless, the M184I mutation slows the synthesis of DNA and enables more time

for A3-induced mutagenesis, resulting in more mutations and making viral inactiva-

tion more likely and the contribution of A3 enzymes to drug resistance less likely

[81]. The level of A3-induced mutations differs for various anatomical compart-

ments, but consistently A3 mutated proviral genomes contain a high proportion of

inactivating mutations [80]. Further, during a WT HIV-1 infection, even the

E138K mutation is more likely to be induced by RT, due to its G / A error bias

[82], consistent with our sequencing data (Fig. 2D).
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Collectively the data from our study and others suggests that there is a large depen-

dence on the environmental selection pressures for whether A3-induced mutations

result in replication competent drug resistant virus. Indeed, there is evidence of

less fit HIV-1 persisting in a host since the lower replication rate would diminish

the infectious burden and immune response [111, 112]. Depending on the selection

pressures, a replication compromised proviral clone could emerge as a major compo-

nent of the virus population [111, 112]. Nonetheless, the data from our work and

others suggest that A3 enzymes are not predominantly responsible for inducing

HIV-1 drug resistance despite having deamination hotspots that can induce drug

resistance mutations in proviral DNA [14, 67]. Due to the chance of these A3-

mutated viruses being replication incompetent, it is appears more likely that HIV-

1 RT induced errors primarily drive HIV-1 evolution to drug resistance.
4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Single-cycle replication assay

HIV-1LAI DVif DEnv or HIV-1LAI DEnv (500 ng) were cotransfected into 1 � 105

293T cells with 25, 50, or 100 ng of A3G in MCS-II of pVIVO2 (Invivogen) vector

with a C-terminal HA tag, A3F in MCS-I of pVIVO2 vector with a C-terminal V5

tag, or A3F/A3G where A3F was cloned into MCS-I of pVIVO2 with a C-terminal

V5 tag and A3G was cloned into the MCS-II of the pVIVO2 vector with a C-termi-

nal HA tag. Empty pVIVO2 vector was used for the no A3 condition. Construction

of these vectors has been previously described [66]. The pVIVO2 vector contains

two separate transcription units (SV40 or CMV) that independently result in strong,

constitutive expression without transcriptional inference. The A3F clone is the 108S/

231I polymorphism [60]. GeneJuice (Novagen) transfection reagent was used as per

manufacturer’s protocol and cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with

10% FBS. After 20 h the media was changed and 48 h post transfection the virus-

containing supernatants were harvested and filtered through a 0.45 mm polyvinyli-

dene difluoride (PVDF) syringe filter. The cells were washed with PBS, lysed in

Laemmli buffer and used for immunoblotting. For the infectivity assay, 1 � 104

of HeLa CD4þ CCR5þ LTR lacZ cells per well of a 96-well plate were infected

with a 15-fold dilution of HIVLAI DVif DEnv or HIVLAI Denv virus in the presence

of 8 mg/mL of polybrene. At 48 h post infection infectivity was measured through a

colorimetric detection using a b-galactosidase assay reagent (Pierce). Infectivity of

each virus was compared by using the infectivity of the No A3 condition as

100%. Statistical significance of results was determined using one-way ANOVA.

For sequencing of proviral DNA, 1 � 105 293T cells per well of a 24-well plate

were infected in the presence of 8 mg/mL polybrene with 40 mL of supernatant con-

taining virus from the 25 ng transfected A3 plasmid conditions. The plates were spi-

noculated at 800� g for 1 h. Cells were harvested after 48 h by removing the media,
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washing with PBS, and lysing the cells and extracting DNA with DNAzol (Invitro-

gen). The proviral DNA was then PCR amplified and sequenced as described for

“Deep sequencing”.
4.2. Immunoblotting

Tagged proteins (50 ng transfected A3 plasmid) in cells or virions were detected by

rabbit anti-HA (1:1000, Sigma) or rabbit anti-V5 (1:500, Sigma). Mouse anti-a

tubulin (1:1000, Sigma) and anti-p24 (1:1000, Cat# 3537, NIH AIDS Reagent Pro-

gram) were used to detect the cell lysate loading control (a-tubulin) and the virus

lysate loading control (p24) [113,114]. Secondary detection was performed using

Licor IRDye antibodies produced in goat (IRDye 680-labeled anti-rabbit and IRDye

800-labeled anti mouse). For cell lysates, 40 mg total protein was used. For virions, a

portion of the filtered supernatant was concentrated using Retro-X concentrator

(Clonetech) according to manufacturer’s instructions and 20 mL was used.
4.3. Vif degradation assay

To compare efficiency of Vif in mediating degradation of A3F, A3G and A3F/A3G,

1 � 105 293T cells per well of a 12-well plate were co-transfected with 50 ng of

A3F-V5, A3G-HA, A3F-V5/A3G-HA or empty pVIVO2 (no A3) and a titration

of VifLAI expression plasmid (0,10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 ng). The VifLAI expression

plasmid has been previously described [115]. GeneJuice (Novagen) used as transfec-

tion reagent as described by the manufacturer. DMEM and 10% FBS was used to

maintain the cells. Twenty hours post transfection the media was changed and 48

h post transfection cells were washed in PBS and lysed with Laemmli buffer. Vif

was detected with HIV-1 Vif monoclonal antibody (1:1000; Cat# 6459, NIH

AIDS Reagent Program) [116, 117, 118] and immunoblotting was carried out as

described for cell lysates.
4.4. Deep sequencing

HIV genomic RNA was purified from the supernatant of infected cells using

QIAamp Viral RNA Kit as per manufacturer’s protocol. The cDNA was synthesized

using AccuScript High Fidelity Reverse Transcriptase (Agilent) using the Half RT

reverse primer (50 TATTTCTGCTATTAA GTCTTTTGATGGGTCA). From the

virus cDNA, pol nucleotides 1792e3536 were amplified by PCR with Pfu polymer-

ase (Agilent) using Ext F p7.9 forward primer (50 AAAGCATTGGGACCAGGAG
CGACACTAGAAGARATGATGACAGCATGYCA) and Half RT reverse primer.

The product of this reaction was then amplified (1807e3463 nt) in a nested PCR re-

action with Pfu using Ext F p7.10 forward primer (50 GGAGCGACACTAGAA-
GAAATGATGACAGCATGYCARGGAGTRG GRGGRCY) and Half Pol
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reverse primer (50 TCTGCCAGTTCTAGCTCTGCTT). Proviral DNAwas obtained

by using DNAzol (Invitrogen) treatment, as described in the manufacturer’s proto-

col. The extracted DNA was then treated with DpnI (NEB) for 1 hour at 37 �C to

digest any contaminating transfected plasmid.

The region to be sequenced for both cDNA and proviral DNA was pol nucleotides

2573e3301 nt and was divided into three 360 nt overlapping segments. All segment

PCR reactions were performed with Q5 High Fidelity polymerase (New England Bio-

labs). Segment 1 (2574e2933 nt) was amplified using primers D67N_F forward (50

CCAGTAAAATTAAAGCCAGGAATG) and D67N_R reverse (50 AGTA-

TACTTCCTGAAGTCT TCATCT) primers. Segment 2 (2790e3149 nt) was ampli-

fied using primer E138K_F forward (50 AATAAGAGAACTCAAGACTTCTGG)
and E138K_R reverse (50 TGTTCTATGCTGCCCTATTTCTA) primers. Segment 3

(2942e3301 nt) was amplified using primer M184I_F forward (50 CATACCTAGTA-
TAAACAATGAGACAC) and M184I_R reverse (50 CTGTCTTTTTCTGGCAG-

CACTAT) primers. For use in the Illumina MiSeq we performed another PCR with

the segments cognate MiSeq primer to add the necessary overhang adapter sequences

(D67N_F_MS: 50 TCGTCGGCAGCG TCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCAG-

TAAAATTAAAGCCAGGAATG; D67N_R_MS: 50 GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGA-

GATGTGTATAAGAGACAGAGTATACTTCCTGAAGTCTTCATCT; E138K_F_

MS: 50 TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGAATAAGAGAA

CTCAAGACTTCTGG;E138K_R_MS: 50 GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTA-
TAAGAG ACAGTGTTCTATGCTGCCCTATTTCTA; M184I_F_MS: 50 TCGT

CGGCAGAGTCAGA TGTGTATAAGAGACAGCATACCTAGTATAAACAAT-

GAGACAC; M184I_R_MS; 50 GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGA-

GACAGCTGTCTTTTTCTGGCAGCACTAT). The amplicons were then sequenced

following the 16SMetagenomic Sequencing Library Preparationmanual (Illumina) us-

ing the reagents described. Prepared samples were sequenced using MiSeq Nano V2

chemistry in a 250 � 250 paired-end reaction.
4.5. Deep sequencing analysis

The raw outputs from the Illumina MiSeq platform were demultiplexed using the

manufacturer software and the resulting FASTQ files were processed through a

customized version of the MiCall pipeline (http://github.com/cfe-lab/MiCall)

[119]. In brief, the pipeline first identifies and censors problematic tile-cycle combi-

nations (with run-specific empirical fX174 error rates above 7.5%) in the FASTQ

data. Next, it performs a preliminary map of reads from a given sample to a curated

set of reference sequences to determine the closest reference using bowtie2 (version

2.2.8) with local alignment, and subsequently uses all mapped reads to iteratively

adapt the reference to the sample to maximize the mapped number of reads [120].

Finally, MiCall merges paired-end reads (using base quality scores to resolve
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discordant base calls in overlapping regions) and outputs the aligned nucleotide and

amino acid frequencies relative to a user-specified coordinate reference. For this

study, the MiCall pipeline was extended to extract both single- and double-

nucleotide frequencies from each sample alignment. The pipeline outputs were

next analyzed with Microsoft Excel functions to determine the level of deamination

in an A3 relevant dinucleotide context. Overall deamination frequencies were

derived by adding all the in-context deaminations for a sample across all three seg-

ments and dividing the sum by the total number of nucleotides sequenced (across all

three segments). The FASTQ files will be made available upon request.
4.6. Production of viral stocks

HIV-1 for spreading infections was produced by transfection of HIV-1LAI plasmid

into 1 � 106 293T cells cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS in a T75 flask. Virus par-

ticles were produced without or with A3 enzymes. For conditions with A3 enzymes

the pVIVO2 plasmid (Invivogen) that has two MCS in the same vector was used.

Untagged A3F (Accession BC038808) was cloned into MCS-I using XbaI and

A3G (Accession NM_021822) was cloned into MCS-II using EcoRI. The transfec-

tion used 22.8 mg of HIV-1LAI plasmid and 1.2 mg of empty pVIVO2 plasmid or 1.2

mg of pVIVO2 plasmid with A3F/A3G. This resulted in a plasmid molar ratio of 12:1

for HIV-1:A3, to avoid overexpression artefacts [121]. Transfections used FuGene 6

transfection reagent according to manufacturer’s protocol. Twenty hours after the

transfection, the media was changed and 48 h after the transfection virus was har-

vested, cleared by centrifugation at 500 � g for 10 min, and then frozen at �80
�C. Virus was titered using an RT assay and the Reed and Muench method to deter-

mine the TCID50.
4.7. RT assay

To titer and measure the viability of the virus an RT assay was conducted. The

assay used 10 mL of supernatant in duplicate. RT buffer (25 mM Tris pH 7.8,

37.5 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.25% v/v NP-40, 0.025 U Poly rA p(dT)

12e18, and 1 mM DTT) was used to lyse virions and provide the DNA template.

The reaction was incubated for 20 min at room temperature for lysis. Then, a-32P-

TTP (800 Ci/mmol), diluted in RT buffer, was added to each sample and incu-

bated for 2 h at 37 �C. Afterwards, the mixture was spotted onto a Whatman

DE81 paper (Perkin Elmer) and dried for 10 minutes. This was followed by

washing in saline-sodium citrate (SSC) buffer and 85% ethanol. The paper was

then dried for 10 minutes at 65 �C and exposed overnight to a phosphorimaging

screen. The screen was scanned on a Typhoon Trio Imager (GE Healthcare) and

the file was analyzed with Image Quant Software (GE Healthcare). Purified RT of

known concentration was used in the assay to construct a standard curve, which
on.2019.e01498
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was used to determine the RT concentration in the culture supernatants. The RT

(p66/p51) was purified as previously described [66]. The standard curve is shown

in Fig. 6.
4.8. Spreading infection in PBMCs

Healthy donor PMBCs were isolated from whole blood samples using Ficoll-Paque

(GE-Healthcare) density gradient centrifugation and SepMate-50 tubes (STEM-

CELL Technologies) as per manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were cultured in RPMI

1640 media (Hyclone) with 10% heat inactivated FBS (Gibco), and 1% PenStrep

(Hyclone). Cells were stimulated for 3 days at 37 �C with 10 ng/mL recombinant

human IL-2 (Sigma) and 10 mg/mL Phytohemagglutinin-L (PHA-L) (Roche). Cells

were then harvested and 8 � 105 cells/mL were dispensed to tubes and infected with

0.05 MOI of HIV-1LAI. Cells were gently vortexed and incubated with the virus at 37
�C for 16 h. Next, the cells were pelleted at 300 � g for 2 minutes at room temper-

ature. The supernatant was removed and the cells were washed twice with PBS. Cell

pellets were resuspended in complete RPMI with IL-2 alone or containing a titration

of either: AZT (6.25e50 mM), 3TC (9.38e150 mM) or a 1:2 to 1:32 dilution of the

Mixed ARVs: TDF, 3TC, and EFV with initial concentration of 100 mM, 300 mM,

and 1 mM, respectively. The cells were then dispensed into a well of a 24-well plate.

This constituted day 0. Three days later 180 mL of supernatant was harvested and

saved at �80 �C and 180 mL was replaced to the well with its respective drug-

containing media. Samples were taken every three days for the duration of twenty

days. On day 21, the supernatant was harvested and applied to freshly stimulated

PMBCs, prepared as described. This cycle continued until day 30, when the final
on.2019.e01498
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supernatant was removed and the cellular genomic DNA was harvested by DNAzol

(Invitrogen) treatment, following manufacturer protocol, for provirus sequencing.

The frozen virus aliquots were subsequently used for RT assay and viral RNA

extraction for cDNA synthesis.
4.9. Spreading infection in U87 CD4D CXCR4D cells

The U87 CD4þ CXCR4þ cells were cultured in DMEM (Hyclone) with 10% FBS

(Gibco) [97]. For spreading infections, 1 � 105 cells in 1 mL were plated in each

well of a 12 -well plate and infected with 0.01 MOI of HIV-1LAI with or without

encapsidated A3F/A3G. Then, 16 h post infection, the media was replaced with

1.5 mL of DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% PenStrep (Hyclone) alone or containing

a dilution of: AZT (6.25e50 mM), 3TC (9.38e150 mM) or 1:2 to 1:32 dilution of

the Mixed ARVs: TDF, 3TC, and EFV with initial concentration of 100 mM, 300

mM, and 1 mM, respectively. Three days later 180 mL of supernatant was harvested

and saved at�80 �C and 180 mL of appropriate media was replaced to the well. Sam-

ples were taken every three days for the duration of thirty days. The cellular genomic

DNA was harvested by DNAzol (Invitrogen) treatment, following manufacturer pro-

tocol, for provirus sequencing. The frozen virus aliquots were subsequently used for

RT assay and viral RNA extraction for cDNA synthesis.
4.10. Spreading infection in CEM/CEM-SS

The CEM and CEM-SS cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 media (Hyclone) plus

10% heat inactivated FBS (Gibco) medium containing 1% PenStrep (Hyclone)

[122]. For stimulation, 10 ng/mL human IL-2 (Sigma) and 10 mg/mL PHA-L

(Roche) was incubated with cells for 3 days. Cells were then harvested and 8 �
105 cells/mL of cells were dispensed to tubes and infected with 0.25 MOI of

HIV-1LAI. The spreading infection then progressed as described for PBMCs. Sam-

ples were taken every three days for the duration of thirty days. The final supernatant

was removed and the cellular genomic DNA was harvested by DNAzol (Invitrogen)

treatment, following manufacturer protocol, for provirus sequencing. The frozen vi-

rus aliquots were subsequently used for RT assay and viral RNA extraction for

cDNA synthesis.
4.11. Genotyping PBMCs and CEM cells

The presence of the A3F single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that results in the

S108A variant was determined using the following primers: (forward) 50 GTGA-
TATCCCAGCCTGAGCA and (reverse) 50 CTTCATCGTCCATAATCTTCACG.
The presence of the A3F SNP that results in the I231V variant was determined using

the following primers (forward) 50 AGCCTATGGTCGGAACGAAA and (reverse)
on.2019.e01498
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50 CTGGTTTCGGAAGACGCC. The PCR amplification used Q5 High Fidelity po-

lymerase (New England Biolabs) and cycling conditions were 98 �C for 30 sec fol-

lowed by 30 cycles of 98 �C for 10 sec, 64e67 �C for 20 sec, 72 �C for 20 sec and 2

minutes at 72 �C. Amplicons were cloned using the CloneJET PCR cloning kit

(ThermoScientific) as outlined in the manufacturer’s protocol. Analysis for A3F

S108A and A3F I231V polymorphisms included 6e12 clones for each position

from PBMCs and CEM cells to determine zygosity.
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